A. Lesson Plan: What Is Effective Communication?
   • Building Active Listening Skills in Students
   • Effective Listening Points; Checklist
   • Games That Build Listening Skills
   • Game-Buddy Communicating

B. Lesson Plan: Effective Communication Strategies
   • Rubrics for Role Plays
   • Speaking and Listening Applications
   • Role play (with script & discussion questions)

C. Lesson Plan: Magnificent 7 Communication Games
   • Participating With Others
   • Speaking Listening Activity

D. Lesson Plan: Body Language
   • Non-Verbal Cues
   • Facial Expressions, Gestures, and Body Postures
   • Face Cards and Emotions Cards (colored pictures & emotions list)
   • Non-Verbal Communication Charades
   • Non-Verbal Expressions: Student Resource for Role Plays

E. Lesson Plan: Giving and Accepting Constructive Criticism
   • BE NICE!! Making It Happen (CC)
   • Student Interview Questions for Intro Speech
   • The Hamburger Method of Constructive Criticism
   • Speech Rubric

F. Lesson Plan: Problem-Solving
   • Experiential Education Activities
   • Problem-Solving Initiative Games
   • Birthday Gift
   • Role Play using Problem-Solving-Test Day
   • Rock or Feather? Game

G. Lesson Plan: Team Problem-Solving “The Gift”
   • 7 Steps for Creative Team Problem Solving

H. Lesson Plan: Conflict Resolution
   • What Is My Conflict Style?
   • Mixed Messages From the Media?

I. Lesson Plan: What Are Friends?
   • The Friendship Game
   • Essay on Friendship

J. Lesson Plan: Simulation Activity: Island Survival
   • Island Survival Student Sheets
   • Challenge Cards
YouTube Videos to supplement ACCESS social skills lessons.

Place mouse cursor on the underlined link. Press control key and click to get to the link. You must have an internet connection for these links to work properly.

SOCIAL SKILLS

1. “Manners For the Real World: Basic Social Skills”, short vignettes demonstrate several key skills.  
   [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjlSA-u8KUI)  1:31 minutes

2. “Social Etiquette: How to Introduce Yourself”, [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ug_mM46577w&feature=related)  1:15 minutes

3. “How To Not Suck at Socializing”, 5 basic and practical points to remember.  
   [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2koQDCxyl6g&feature=related)  3:56 minutes

4. Right Choices Project, “Teach the Secret! Social Skills for Success, Conflict Resolution, Anti-Bullying”. We have our own personal GPS, the frontal cortex. There are 10 secret skills. Lots of practice…  
   [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTm6yCJvJtA)  6:15 minutes

5. Momo, “How To Improve Your Social Skills”, a chatty guy with a hat and earrings who relates well to kids! The “Dear Abby” for wondering, distressed teens…  
   [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-ozx7zUFB8&feature=related)  7:02 minutes

6. Momo, “Help! I Need Social Skills”, Momo starts by reading the letter sent to him that contains a problem which he speaks to during the video.  
   [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POgxB3ScLEY&feature=relmfu)  4:40 minutes

   [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUGrQx2z-k4&feature=relmfu)  5:04 minutes

   [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYW2kA1nNE4&feature=relmfu)  7:31 minutes

9. Momo, “Trapped Inside the Box”.  
   [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODFPv5o4j30&feature=relmfu)  18:56 minutes

10. Jeffrey Gitomer, “How Important is Being Friendly”. Friendly is internal, your desire to be nice all the time.  
    [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPzMEiw5XyM&feature=related)  4:35 minutes